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introduction

BACKGROUND

The prrimary concern of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
is to provide a safe and healthful workplace i'or every working
man and woman in the nation. .0ne way to help reduce the
number of injuries and illnesses in the workplace is by training
workers to be inure aware of job safety and health hazards and to
teach them the methoik of reducing and or eliminating those haz-
ards.

To assist employers in carrying out this function. OSHA
(Occupational Safety and Health Administration) has developed
several training programs that may be presented at the worksite.
While it is certainly ideal to train workers under the best of .con-
ditions. and as thoroughly as possible. it is often difficult. Then.
too, there may be the absence of professional instructors to pre-
sent the particular course or program to groups of employees.

Since OSHA has always realized the value of the "training the
trainer- principle, in which you reach a multiplying !lumber of
trained employees. OSHA has prepared this guide to aid those
nonprofessional instructors who may be charged with the respon-
sibility of teaining employees. This guide. hopefully, will provide
mime of the tools which such instructors may use.

In training a group of workers, you must ktiow in advance
what their occupational specialties are, and you should direct your
training to those areas. There are at least two reasons why this is
necessary: .

A4otivation: Motivationinte/rest in the subject and desire to
learn .about ithas a powerful influence on learning. Without
motivation on the part of the learner, very little learning can
take place. You may assume that your learners are interested
only in their own jobs and in their own safety and health, and
will be bored by -subjects that do not appear to relate to their
jobs and interests.
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Time: There is never enouah time for trainina. Whatever time

you have should be utilized to the fullest extent by concentrat-

ing entirely on those matters which are of direct interest.

In this booklet, you wiii be offered information on the nature of

the oc:7upational safety and health psoblem, on what is presently

known and accepted about the technology of causing learning to

take place, and on methods recommended to prepare for a teach-

ing session, as w ell as on tools and methods for conducting the

teaching/ --
Finally, you will be given very detailed instructions, showing

how to put the prin-ciples to work and get the results expected of

the professional teacher.

THE LEARNING SITUATION

The term -learning situation- has to do with .eonditions and con-

straints under which training must be administeredIdeally, one

_ would like to be able to conduct all training during a full day and

in a modern classroom, equipped with all the latest training aids,

such as closed-circuit television, slide projectors. audio recorders,

motion pictufcs, and other such aids. However, this ideal is not

often achieved, and the learning situation usually is something less

than the ideal.
When' training workers, it is rare that an instructor can even

approach 'the ideal learnina situation. It is more likely that you

will not be able to "capture" your audience for more than I or 2

hours at a time. You may even find yourself forced to talk above

the roar of some piec; of heavy equipment or machinery.

In the case of some courses, it is possible that you will not be

able to utilize the slides, and will have to rely upon pure narra-

tive, group discussions, and such "live" for-instances as yoti can

find on the scene. Suggestions, in this regard, will be made in this

guide.

THE NATURE OF LEARNING

As you will learn, modern educational technologists--many of

whom are drawn from the field of behavioral psychology--use the

concept of behavior as a reference for designing, administering,

and measuring learning. That word "behavior" has a special
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meaning (not -deportment") when used in this context, and fur-
ther details will be supplied later in this guide.

For the moment, it is sufficient to establish a most general
and practicaldefinition of learning. For this purpose, learning
may be defined 'as the ability to use andior apply information.
That is. reciting sonic information to Which a learner has ,bcen
exposed demonstrates memory, but it does not necessarily demon-
strate learning. Learning, if it is to be of any use, must be
regarded as the ability to use information. For example, a learner
may repeat information that a foam-type fire extinguisher is
required for an oil fire; but. if that learner then proceeds to buy
another type of fire extinguisher for use *here oil fires are likely,
he or she has demonstrated a decided lack of learning. (His or
her -behavior'. is wrona, and that tells/you that the learner has
not learned what you wanted to be learned).

This must always be a consideration in imparting knowledge to
others: It must be imparted in such a:manner that the recipient
will know how to use the information. That is the principle reason

. for exercises and examples.
In short. to teach. you must first decide exactly what you want

to t..achwhat you want the learner to do or to.stop doina. Then
you must decide how to present the information to aet it across
effectively. And then you must decid how you will test to make
sure you have succeeded in getting the learner to start or to stop
doing certain things..

Later in this booklet. you will be,' given sonic specific instruc-
tions for doing these things.



occupational

safety and

health

A few years ago, occupational safety and health was considered a
relatively simple matter. The dangers of fire, falling, being cut or
crushed, and other hazards were rather obvious. It was equally
clear that flammables and explosives required special care in han-
dling and storage, as did acids and caustic substances. And, in
modern times, it has become common knowledge that disease
results from unsanitary conditions, such as common drinking ves-
sels and open privies.

Modern technology has changed much of that. The dangers in
workplaces have increased dramatically with less obvious hazards,
such as radiation, carcinogens, noise, and respiratory ailments
resulting from ducts. There has been both an increase in numbers
and types of hazards and in medical knowledge which creates
awareness of hazards, the existence of which was formerly not
even suspect.

"Common sense" is not enough. Safety and health specialists
must be especially trained today; they must know their business.
Workers must be trained; they must be made aware of the haz-
ards and of the proper safeguards. They must be made keenly
awarehighly consciousof how easy it is to be injured or made
ill as a resultlof failing to learn and apply recommended practices.
What you don't know can hurt you.

The Occupational Safety and Health Act, then, and the stand-
ards it invokes are far more than legal statements or statements of
legal obligations; actually, they constitute virtual definitions of
safety and health, and of safe and healthful workplaces.



There are three methods for attaeking safety and health hazards
in the workplace:

Anticipation and prevention of a hazard -before it comes
into existence _

Removal of an existing hazard. after identification as a

hazard

Nullification or `avoidance of a hazard through physical
safeguards. procedural safeouards, and/or education and
training

The. above methods of attack are in priority orderi.e., haz-
ards,should be anticipated'during planning of operations or instal-
lations and prevented from coming into existence; but if they are
not, they should be removed as soon as, they are recognized as
hazards. Only if they cannot be permanently removed, should they
be dealt with by nullification or avoidance.

Compliance with the standards represents the best kn9wn,
accepted means for preventing or coping successfully with occupa-
tional safety and health hazards. But this does not mean that strict
compliance with all applicable standards will automatically result
in a safe and healthful workplace. No set of standards can antici-
pate all possible conditions and situations, and it is entirely possi-
bleeven probable--L-that, many hazards exist or will come to
exist for which there either is no suitable standard or the stand-
ards, as written, are not adequate remedies. This means, simply,
that human judgment must be employed in selecting and applying
standards to hazard analysis and hazard abatement.

The instructor in occupational safety and health must appre-
ciat e this, for questions which have no "pat" answers will inevita-
bly arise in classes. The instructor must stress to the learners that
they must usc good judgment, but that "good judgment" depends
heavily on first being familiar with occupational safety and health
hazards and controls, at least insofar as they apply to the situation
at hand.

Stress to your learners that occupational safety and health is no
trivial matter. The stakes are highone',, life and health!



teaching
versus

learning

It can be and has been argued that there is no such thing as
teaching anything to anyone. The rationale is that a teacher can
only help 'a student to learn, and that is the teacher's function.

This is more than a philosophical argument; it expresses the
entire modern concept of learning theory. It embodies the idea
that you do not teach things to students, but you create conditions
under which they can learn, and your effectil2eness as a teacher is
measured by the skill with which you create proper learning con-
ditions.

In any case, whether the concept is a literal truth or not is
unimportant. What is important is that it is recognized that learn-
ing, not teaching, is the objective of your work; that only the stu-
dent's success in learning is a measure of your success as a
teacher; and that the burden of responsibility E.& the student's
learning is on the teacher, rather than on the student. Your entire
effort must be based on the assumption that if proper conditions
for learning are created, learning will take place.

PRESENTATIONS

Many ideas and suggestions will be offered here for making pres-
entations to learners, using methods and techniques that have
worked well for many others. The learning situation may not
always lend itself to using these methods, since it is probable that
you will have to "make do" with temporary expedients and other
makeshifts. However, regard the following_as basic information of
value and as methods to use whenever possible.



As aheady pointed out. learning is conceived ioday as behavior.
-Behavior" is it special term used by behaviorists and training
technologists. Its ost-rnaple: two-way Communication in the train-
ing arts and science:. with far more precision and meanine than
was previously possib'e The term helps to define learning, for the
first time in history. It therefore gives the basis for scientific
design, use, and ev4duation of learning activities.

In this section. you will be given some eeneral orientation in
the terms and concerts of modern training, methodology. The pur-
r,,,: of !hi: is tO pros ie ereater insight into the reason: for the
various training methods suecested here. and to provide the basis
for your own innovations and techniques in bringing about learn-

One thing y)ti may note is that this Instructor's Guide eenerally
speaks of learning 'and -bringing lear-ning about.- rather than
"teaehing." In the most literal sense. you do not teach others. as
much as you guide and direct their learning, and introduce what-
ever measures you have available to facilitate the learnine. It is

the learner to which all is oriented.

What is Learning?

Until recentlyabout 15 years agothe science or art of teach-
ing had been essentially unchanged for some 200 years. The pri-
mary- vehicle was classroom lecture. with demonstrations, exer---
cises. homework, rewards, and punishment, as aids to learning.

Today. modern trainina and educational systems are predicated
on behavioristic concepts. The word "understanding" and the
word -knowrbdge" have come to be recognized as imprecise terms
----they tell us nothing. if. for example, one says that the student
shall gain an "understanding" or -knowledge" of fire-prevention
methods, very little has been said: for each individual must self-
inte: pret what an "understanding" comprehends.

There is only one way to determine, with any accuracy, what
another individual "understands" or "knows" about a subject: .the
individual's behavior. And that word "behavior' is used in a spe-
cial sense of what the individual can do,to demonstrate or exhibit
.that knowledge. To say that any individual "understands" the
Pythagorean-Theorem is merely a claim. The proof is having the
individual recite, "The square of the hypotenuse equals the sum of
the squares of the opposite two sides." This reeitatioi is a behav-
ior, the behavior that demonstrates the knowledge conclusively.

This concept has revolutionized education and training Methods.

, Today, learning objectives are stated in terms of the desired
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behaviors". . student shall be able to solve four of the follow-2
ing simultaneous equations etc,

Briefly, a stated behavior must specify what the learner shali be
able to do, as a result of the presentations: and the statement
must express the behavior in such a .manner that it is clearly
observable, verifiable, and measurable.

It is for this reason that training programs are discussed in
terms of terminal behaviors. and references are made to such
terms as "changing behavior" or "shaping behavior." At the
beginning of the course. the student exhibited a,certain set of
behaviors reflecting a lack of knowledge. The purpose of the
eourse is to cause the student to exhibit new behaviors which
rclieet a gaining and mastery of the subjects taught. If the student
can now solve the problems or otherwise perform actions, he or
she was not able to perform before taking the course, you have
changed behavior, which is simply a scientific way of saving that
you have caused the student to learn something.

It is the difference between saying that someone has gained a
hit of weight and saving that 10 pounds was gained. "A lot o
weight" is an opinkin. and it may not be true. However, if the
subject-s weight is known before and after some time period, one
can tell with certaintvscientificallyif there has been a weight
change. because one has some precise, observable, and measura-
ble index.

In stating learning objectives, then. they are-stated in behavioral
terms: "The student shall be able to state the following priority of
actions to take in eliminating hazards." The correCt priority would
then be enumerated so that anyone could readily determine
whether the desired learning had taken place.

The statement therefore mitains the criterion itemthat by
which the learning is measured ,so that a determination can be
made; not only .Whether learning has taken place., but how much
learning has taken placei.e., how well, the learner has mastered
the subject and exactly what and where the learning deficienei.:s
are. if any. The criterion item:: furnish the basis for tes:ting and
evaluationL---testing the learner and evaluating the course.

Gain Versus Achievement

There are two ways to evaluate a learner's progress: gain and
achievement. The first method measures how much more the stu-
dent knows, after completing a course, than was known when he
or she started ithow much the student has gained in knowledge.
The second method measures only a student's total knowledge, at

9



the conclusion of the course, compared with the stated goals and
objectives for the coursehow much the student has achieved, in
terms of course goals.

Each measure has its uses; however, time will not be spent on
an extended discussion at this point. But one generally tends to
measure results in terms of achievement, especially in ;ndustrial
training: Cue teacher is usually interested primarily in how well

the learner can do the things expected; whether that represents a
great deal of gain or only a little gain is not of much interest.

Final tests, therefore, are calculated to measure achie-.-emem in
most training situations.

Evaluation

The word evaluation is generally applied to the training course
or program itself, and it is a derivative oF achievement testing.
Basically, it is a measure of percentage of students compared with
average achievement scores. For example, one frequently used
measure is 90/90, which means that 90 percent of the learners
achieved 90 percent or better in final tests.

It is highly significant that in modern training and educational
concepts- the responsibility for learnina is placed on the instructor
and/or the course materials or training system, rather than on the
student. Modern educators hold that student failure to learn is a
failure of the instructional system, that the student will learn, if

the system is adequate. I

This Guide will be discussing motivation and its importance. In
this respect also, modern educational technology places the
burden of responsibility on the system. The system must motivate
the learner, and it is somehow defective if it fails to do so.

Hence, one tends to evaluate all modern.training systems, under
the premise that good instructors and good training programs
cause the student to learn, and failure to learn is traceable to poor
systems.

Now, look at some of the factors which affect the quality of
instruction and instructional materials.

Methods of Presentation/Behavior Shaping

There are a number of commonly used methods for presenting in-
formation to shape or reshape learner's behaviors. The most com-
mon; and the most ancient, is the lecture.

A great deal of effort has been expended, in the past few years,

10
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to develop and perfect alternatives to the lecture. This is predi-
cated on thc assumption that thc lecture is the least effective way
of bringing about a change of behaviori.e., causing learning to
take place.

It has been said that students rctain about 20 percent of what
thcy hear, about 40 percent of what thcy see, and about 70 per-
cent of what they both see and hear. Thcrc is no hard evidence for
presenting information in multi-media systems, requiring the learner
this, despite the fact that it has becn widely cited as a reason to
present information in multi-media systems, requiring the leatnc
to apply several of his or her senses.

The fact is, of course, that few Iecturers are interesting.
lecture does not hold attention, hence, it is unlikely to eon !
cate very much to th e. listener, much less tO change the listenc,
.behavior.

It is not the nature of lecturing that is at fault; it is the nature
of thc lecturer. lf, in some manner, a lecturer can be- given the
rare ability to be interesting, the lecture will "pay off" in learning-
results.

Demonstration is usually a must. This does ndt mean that some
phySical aet must take Placee.g., thc showing of a Model or an
enactment of some sort. "DemonStration" includes examples de-
scribed or shown on a blackboard, analogies, or other illustrations
of the information applied. This is a most important.pdint. Itis
one thing for a learner to grasp a principlei.e., be able to iterate
your wordsbut quite anothcr to bc able to apply it. And only
the clearly shown ability to apply information proves that true
Icarningor, at least, useful learninghas taken place. The fo-
lowing yuTi help denionstrate this truth.

Sup osc thc students have been lectured on the importance of
"grout ding" arl electrical equipment. You, thc teaeher, have ex-
plaine what thc term "ground" means, clecrrically, and why
groundi g protects the individual from possible electrical shock.
Thc student has listened, taken notes, and given responses indicat-
ing that hc or she has understood and remembered thc wotds and
c.an repeat them. Is this now proof .that the student has complete
and adequate, understanding of grounding as anti-shock protec-
tion? Suppose you now exhibit 'a line,s1rawing.of a piece of equip-
ment and say, "Now show me what portions of this equipment
you would ground and just where you would make the connec-
tions."

The probability is that the student could not do this Why? For
..two reasons (at least): ( I ) Electrical grounding is an.-abstraction
to anyone not thoroughly familiar wi,th and experienced in
electrical/electronic -work..and (2) you have probably not.been as

13
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explicit in your teaching as you think you have been. One fre-

quently falls into this trap of overestimating the student's ability
,

to absorb new knowleage in all its details.
It is very much as though you had taught a law student the'

principles of the right of habeas carpus. Having now grasped the

legal protection and technical terms explaining the right to be pro-

tected against unlawful incarceration without formal charges, is

the law student ready and able to draw.,up the necessary docu-

ments and present them properly to a magistrate or judge to have

a client released. Of course not; the student has learned a princi-

ple, but not the details of application.
It must be remembered, then, that much of what one teaches is

theory or rationale, and is not useful without application knowl-

edge: the details of how to do it.
Demonstration provides how-to-do-it information. But, even

now, the teacher is not finished. The student riow knows how to

ground a piece of equipment (or, inversely, check a piece of equip-

ment to verify that it is grounded), presumably, but he or she

should get some experience doing it, even if only on paper.

For this, you use exercises, another ancient edutational aid.

You give the student practice, and this serves more than one pur-

pose. It:
Enables the student to make a self-assessment as to whether

he or she has fully grasped the method and can perform it: If

not, the student adjusts his or her performance until a satis-

factory level of skill is reached.

Enables the instructor to assess the learning effectiveness

and detect the need for further instruction, if any.

Provides student involvement or participation in the learn-

ingr process, deemed an important need by modern educa--

tional technologists, especially in its contribution to'rpotiva-

tion of the learner.

Perhaps most important, the'exercise achieves the primary goal of

the instruction: it imparts a specific functional skill which you

want the learner to carry back to the job. A great deal of litera-

ture ig available on the subject to explain the many advantages,

but ,the true advantage is simply that it is a direct method for

doini what you set out to doprovide useful, needed skills to

carry out certain job functions.
There are, of course, many kinds of learner participation and

involvement other than exercisesrole playing, problem-solving,

group discussion, scenario enactment, research projeCtS, in-basket

exercises, and/others. As many,of these should be used as possible

12



to relieve the tedium of endless lecturing, if for no other reason,
but also to generate and sustain participant interest. Active roles
generate more interest than passive roles, in any case.

Finally, there is the matter of interaction of the instructor or
learning system with the learner. In programmed instruction,
whether the programmed instruction is a plain printed text or a
sophisticated audio-visual machine program, the learner and the
program interact. The program reacts to the learner's rsponse by
confirming the response as correct (reinforcement) or by provid-
ing a corrective action (remediation).

The principle is valid for all instruction, whether "pro7,
grammed" or not. The instructor should always require responses
of some kind ( e.g., frequent questions asked.of individuals-or of
volunteers) alid\then react to those responses immediately by af-
firming them as 6orrect or providing corrective in' lion. Ques-
tions should be invited from the participants relevant
discussions should bc encouraged. A class iy into
two or three small teams and each team ti blem to
solve together (group dynamics). Or, 'each assigned

_the same problem, for competition in solving the problem.

Motivation

MOtivation has been mentioned as a goal in designing and pre-
senting a program of instruction. The immediate objective of _mo-
tivation is to cause participants to attend classes, pay attention to
thc presentations and other activities, and to persevere in master-

, ing and completing the cdurse. There is, however, another, reason
not mentioned as often as it ougitt to be. Motivation is .probably

..the- most effectiVe meariS for causing learning to take place. People
learn extraordinarily well when they want to learn. That is why a
student may be "A" caliber in music and "C" in science..That is
why the \ high school dropout may become a successful business-
man. That is why the failure in geometry may subtend angles with
amazing skillover a pool table. And the math failure may par-
lay horses and calculate odds more rapidly than an electrdnic.cal-
culator. People learn when they want to learn, and they learn
what .they want tolearn. Every "successful" sales representative
knows this:

The. "successful" sales representative detects or creates a want,
then fans it into if desire, and, finally, into a buying action. And
the successful instructor must be a seller, "selling" knowledge and
skills byaiding the learner to want the knowledge and skills.

Motivation is of two kinds, extrinsic and intrinsic. When ,the
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learner pursues the course of study successfully to gain a diploma,

for example, the motivation is extrinsic: the learner's want is not

directly related to the knowledge itself but to some result of com .

pleting the course. When the learner finds the course experience

the learning process itselfan adequate reward for the effort

expended, the motivation is intrinsic, inherent in the material and

presentation.
Little control can be exercised over extrinsic motivation. It is

difficult to cause learning to occur in thc reluctant student who is

there because of force, and is determined to "get through' it with

as little eff6rt as possIble. Moreover, it is just as well that there is

little.or no control -over extrinsic motivation, because it is far less

effective in causing learning to occur than is intrinsic motivation.

You can do something to achieve intrinsic motivation, fortunately,

and this is one of the chief hallmarks of quality in instruction, for

it produces superior results in learning achievements.
It is a basic premise in learning technolotw th;ic ,ic moti-;

vation he inevitable result of in% ' the learn-

ing Pr( .
through such methoti, cn men-

tioned. However, it must not be assumed that this is entaly true,

for educators all have witnessed the reluctant student performing

exercises mechanically, forced to do so; yet gaining nothing in the

way of knowledge..The inyolvement must be emotional, not me-

chanical, if it is to bc effective. The learner must care about the

work and its results; be interested in the proCess.

Communication

The best of educational design and materials can still fail, if com-

munication, does riot take place: The instructor with a good plat-

form personality tells amusing anecdotes to put the learners at

ea.se and makes them receptive. This kind of instructor is likely to

be highly effective, provided the instructor knows the subject well

and communicates well.
Little laarning is likely to take pk.;:e :f you teach thar thc earth

is an oblate spheroid, because relatr..ci. few people know what ei-

ther of thOse words ("oblate" anC -heroid") mean. But they

would have nor,trouble with, "The h is shaped somewhat like

an orange, round but flattened sligh- .t each end." (Although in-

formation gathered by artificial saiiites have 'revealed ,that the

earth is actually shaped more like a pear). The point is that a
learnerthe receiver of informationMust receive exactly what

you, the instructor, transmitor thinks you are transmittfitg. Oth-

,prwise, there.is learning, but it is erroneous learning.
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To communicate effectively, you must use a common language,
of course. You may, for example, be a technical expert in some
fieldperhaps chemistry, electricity, explosives, etc.and there-
fore use technical jargon from your field almost automatically,
never realizing that your class does not follow this jargon.

The standards are replete with technical jargon. Even the sim-
ple term "grounding," which one is enjoined to do for all electri-
cal equipment, is jargon. It means literally .to make an electrical
connection between certain, portions of the equipment anf the
earth. However, the casual observer cannot perceive that s ch is
the case. The casual observer perceives the equipment con ected
to some point which is identified as an electrical "ground." katich
less does the casual observer understand the electrical significance
of and the need for this connection. But there are synonyms for
"ground," such as "earth return" or simply "return." Should you
use any of these instead of "ground," without explanation, com-
munication would most certainly becoine ineffective.

It Was for this reason, that "inflammable" and "nonflammable"
became "flammable" and "nonflammable" a few .ars ago. The'
marking "inflammable" on a container was nr inerpreted by too
many people as meaning noncombustible. In short, you.must take
measures to be sure that the learners are receiving your messages,
loudly and clearly.

There are several ways of ensuring this. The first and most ob-
vious is to have an accurate understanding of the average lan-
guage level of your learners. This is usually stated as their listen-
ing vocabulary (whiCh is almost always different from reading and
speaking vocabularies), at some i . level A second wi. s to
ask questions and give formal or r'ma A third way is
to have the learners recite, in sorn ar:d judge by tfteir re-
citations whether they have graspeL accurately.

This-latter way is the most wid.,H uscc. an:_ advocated by pro-
ponents Qf modern behavioral thc, ..iMg. and' education.
The presentation of information . the request to
the learner is:a stimulus. Learner rec7 n or action is the re-
sponse. The instnietor can then comr,Lre actual response with
the desired response to judge : of communication
and/or thu degree of- learning that jas-

Feedback

IlDnce you have heard or observed H, 2. learn, .', response to a stim-
ulus, you either -reinforce the leamL ; tat% conhrming the accuracy
lof the response or you provide rediall :nstruction. to-correct the

-I
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learner's erroneous learning. This information to the learner about

his or her learning (or lack of it) is called "feedback."

Feedback is an automation concept. It describes to the engineer

a method for controlling a process, usually an automatic process.

The output of a system is measured, compared with some :.tand-

ard or reference, and information is sent back to adjust the proc-

ess, if the output is-not what is desired.

tor example, if pickles were being packed automatically, the

reference standard for a full barrel might be its weight.Perhaps a

full barrel of pickles sho ld weigh 180 pounds. As each barrel of

pickles is filled autornatit. illy,,it stands on a scale. When the scale

measures 180 pounds, the "full barrel" signal is sent back to the

pickle source to stop the flow of pickles, and to the motor to start

the belt moving again and move a'new, empty barrel into position

for filling.

The Feedback Concept in Training

Information to the learner regarding his )r her response has been

identified as feedback? There.iss however, another kind of feed-

back in the training systen : the response is itself a. feedback to

the instructor. It tells you h )w well the delivered information was

Understood. If it is,correctly,understoo, it is your ."A-Okay" sig-

nal. If it was not correctly understood, it,fla,shes an error-signal to

you to adjust the learning,system. \
Viewed in this manner, the instructor is\pereeived as the learn-

ing system and ,the learning that takes plaeeor fails to take

placeis perceived as the output of the system. The correc an-

swer to -each stimulus ( the answer the instructor wants to ,,.e or

hear) is the reference standard.
.

In principle, an instructoror learning systemgoes through a

specific, proceduralized set of steps:

I. Exposes the learner to (presents) information to be

learned.

2 7
Supplies a stimulus to the learner, requiring the learner to

respond and thereby demonstrate behavior whiCh represents

learning,

3. Reacts to the learner's response by:

a. Recognizing the response as the correct behavior and

reinforcing the learner by confirming the correctness of

the response, or
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b. Recognizing the response as incorrect and remediate the
learner immediately by corrective teaching.

In practice, there are many ways to do this, some more effective
than others, depending on the situation. Here are a few general
guidelines:

If the learner is simply to recallmemorize the in t mation
(e.g,, a set of technical terms, the wording of a re.....alation,

ete.)the exposure should include drills and simple correc-
tion of incorrect responses until the learner has it "down pat."

If the learner is to master a manipulative skill of some sort
or a straightforward procedure, such as looking up a stand-
ard, very much the same set of tactics is appropriate.

But, if the learner is to exercise judgment, analytical skill,
or otherwise draw selectively from a large body of knOwledge
to which the learner has been exposed earlier, the problem is
a bit more complex: the learner has ty reason, drawing upon
principles, methodS, procedures, and a body of facts learned
earlier. This is not rote learning; the learner must analyze
and synthesize.

This is "getting it all together"assembling a number of be-
haviors mastered earlier into a coherent skill. The learner must
decide which of the earlier-mastered behaviors are relevant to the
problem ;r:d how they shall be assembled und performed.

Experk Ice indicate, rather eleariy that although a learner may
master ea...11 behavior of a long chain of behaviors, "getting it all
together the first time is a occidedly different prOposition.
Hardly anione will get it right on oie first try.

The 'method that appears to work best in this siwation is a
work samplecritique procedure. The learner is assigned a rele-
vant piece of work to doan exercise, for example. The instruc-
tor then e amines the piece of work and critique- it, pointing out
where the learner went wrong or, at least, in what areas or man-
ner the work could have been done more expertl.. Thenand
this is most important----the instructor corrects or 'mproves the
work sample to 'demonstrate the specific applicatio- of the cri-
tique.

Done in exactly this mAnner. :his 'method works extremely well.
Learners master new skills rapidly, because incorrect behaviors
are not permitted to become fixed and the learner gets highly spe-
cific application instruction. The learner can perceive exactly
where, how, and why the work went wrong or.how the theory was
applied imperfectly.
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The method is somewhat time-consuming, because each work
sample must be individually studied, critiqued, and corrected. If
the class is a large one, it may be an impractical method, for this
reason. There simply may not he time to critique each learner's
sample. In such case,, a variation is possible: prototype critiquing.

In prototype critiq'uing, the instructor reviews the work samples
and identifies the common errors. The instructor conducts cri-
tiques and'corrections of several before the entire class, covering
the majority of problems and allowing questions. This is not quite
as effective as individual critiquing, but it does work.

Peer critiquing is also possible, wherein the learners offer cd-
tiques of each other's samples. This can be somewhat dangerous,
however, unless it is carefully controlled by the instructor. Proba-
bly the best way to do this is to first ascertain which of the learn-
ers have produced the best work samples, in the particular case,
and use them as aids to critique others. CAUTION: The learner
who produces an excellent work sample in one exercisc may pro-

a i : anc r e.rci;e. Therefore, selection of
aids be done afresh Mr each case.

Other variants are possible: A learner may be called upon to
_conduct a critique of a typical work tzaniple before the class. This
will not save time, but it has the advantage of getting the learners
involved closely in the learning process.

In all cases, make every anempt to involve the learners in the'
process: ft is important, however, that the learners not be :-_-_mbar-
rassed or humiliated in thCse exercises and involvements. Do not
coMpel the obviously introverted person to lecture from tile ros-
trum. Do not identify the author of a work sample being cdtiqued
publicly. Do not allow the learners to feel threatened by the learn-
ing-situation in any manner. High-threat learning situations inhibit
the participants, and inhibitioncspecially fearinhibits lrning.

Competition is motivating, and many kinds of competion are
possible. Individuals may compete for distinction,groups may be
formed for group work and competition with each other, and
viduals may compete with thzrnseivesi.e., to better their ear::Ier
efforts.

Group competition is especially effective in a assroom sitLa-
tion, since it is usually a low-threat condition, wh reas individjal
competition (with each other) represents a high hreat condiuon
to inany individuals. The class may be formed into several small
groupsthree or four in each groupand work collectively on
exercises, problems, or projects.

It is important to a learner that he or she experience a sense of'
achievement. Achievement to one may give no satisfaction at all
to another. It depends on the individual's level of aspiration. In
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general, foi an individual to get a sense of achievementand sat-
isfactionfrom an act, that act must be of a recognized difficulty
not too easy. On the other hand, it must not be too difficult to
do, for .the other side of the coin is frustration-and that does not
enhance learning either.

Exercises, problems, and projects must therefore be designed
with these facts in mind. They must be realistic, in terms of the
course coverage, represent a reasonable degree of difficulty for the
given target population, yet be possible of solution by that popula,
tion.

Exaruination questions and answers should never be "trick"
questiflins, turning on a semantic nuance or on a minor '- 1111,Li.0

ity They must be relevant to the material and to the type and

le% ,:cted of the learner, once back on the job: They
shou..,i Lover essenceprinciplesnot fine technical points which
the learnes would ordinarily look up, on the job, rather than at-
tempt to :ommit to memory.

This i-. an important point. You must distinguish between what
the leilrr:...:r should carry away stored in memory and what
she ne not remember because it is more properly looked up,

.
when :ie:.:ded. One should not attempt to remember all the provi-

sions the National Electrical Code, for example, but only the
major -rovisions and principles of ,electrical safety. Nothing is

dernor :rated by requiring a learner tox.memorize the wire size re-
quireL n- a given type of equipment; rather; the learner should
remer that a given wire size is required for cach application,
and tE-.1-. the correct size may be found in some source document
or by ,rne prescribed method.:A most important part .of ,such k
cows:, learning what handards and other reference documents
must kept at:band and how (and when) to use them.

Augmentation Coverage

The point was made earlier that no set of regulations, or stand-
ards, can foresee and pro,/ide for every industrial situation and set
of cOnditions. Even if they could, a new set of conditions would
arise regularly. Therefore, the regulations; l,nvs, and standards ad-
dress the typical situations and provide a sound basis for meeting
all situations. Employers must analyze and address the standard in
terms of their own situations.

To do this effectively, employers must understand both the let-
ter and the principles of the standard. They must understand the
hazard. For:example, it is generally known that electrical equip-
ment must be grounded, but how many people know what that
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word "grounded" really means, and why grounding is important.
The .foliowing pages of text ate intended to help you alleviate
that problem by providing augmentation to thc lesson plans
principles of electrical safety by explaining wh,n "grounding"
means and why it is important, and some similar coverage oif.infiircei
and explosion hazards and health hazards.

,.are explained, in each case, as a general gti be
supplemented by a little additional research
ture, some of which are cited for your refere.lee a
ommended to the learners as supplementary reading.

GROUNDING AND ELECTRICAL SAFETY

The principle considerations in electrical safety are grounding, in-
st:latioo, and circuit protective devices. To understand these fully,
the learner should grasp thc basic principles of electrical current
flow and thc meaning of the word "circuit."

A "circuit is a complete loop. Electric current can flow only if
it returns to its sourLe. in a complete loopa!'-eircuit." Anything
which breaks thlit loop :tops the flow of current: hence the name
"circUit breaker" for safety devices is intended to stop the currcnt
flow when conditions make that-current flow dangerous.

The path through which the current returns to its source
called the "f. return" or ground. The reason for the term "ground"
is that the earth is.usedliterallyto provick the return path. If
the return side .of the circuit at_the equipment is connected to
damp eartha metal rod pressed into the carkh to a point where
thc carth s always 'damp and therefore conducts electricity (a
depth of about 5 let:0-1nd another, similm connection is made
at the power source, a complete circuit is formed. No Matter how
many miles separate the equipment from its power source, the
electrical connection is made. In practice, ground connections are
made to water pipes or other metal objects which will provide re-
liable contact with damp earth, since they are buried in the earth
at some point.

Now, what has this to do with safety? Just this: our bodies are
normally at or near what, we call "ground _potential." That
there is no "potential" or diffcreifce in electrical values between
our bodies and ground. Therefore, we may safely touch anything .
else which is at grnund potential.

As a result of this, any part of electrical equipment which we
might touch must be placed at grOtad potentialconnected' to

-ground=to be safe. If it cannot be placed at ground potential, we
must be protected from it by insulating it with rubber, glass, por-
celain, .or some other material which will not conduct electricity.



Consider, for example, the metal housing around a motor or
the metal box in which electrical switches, circuit breakers, and,

----controls are placed. These are not part of the circuits, but they
exist to protect the equipmerii from dirt, moisture, and the like, as
well as to prevent contact with exposed -Wiring and connectors.
They are_ not connected anywhere in the circuits of the equipment
they house, but are insulated from that equipment. There arc
hazards, however, ( I 1 a malfunction within the equipment
frayed insulation perhapsmay cause a -hot" wire to touch the
housing, thereby makiag the housing dangerous to touch by plac-
ing the housing at high potential; and (2) static electrical charges
can be built up in metal housings, especially in the case of motors
and other electromagnetic devices. These charges may or may not
be dangerous of themselves, but even a small shock to a person
causes the person to .erk involuntarily, which may lead to a true
accident. Moreover, static charges can cause electrical sparks, and
sparks can cause fires.

To prevent these things from happening, metal housings are
connected to grounL. If static charges are present, they run off
and nevcir build up in the housing. And if the honsing is con-
nected bv a high-potcntial connection or 'wire, a short-circuit re-
sults, which trips the circuit breaker or blows the fuse. This stops
all current flow.

The practice is, therefore, to place all such housings and con-
tainers at ground by connecting the housing to an "external
ground," such as a water pipe, or a third wire which is connected
to ground.

Most ,olectrical equipment todaye.g., power tools and appli-
ances have three wires and plugs with either three prongs or two
prongs and a pigtail. In either case, the third wire is connected to
the housing and .other exposed metal parts. and the third prong or ,
pigtail connects the third wire to groundspecifically, the recepta-
cle housing, which is connected to ground.

There are many other metal devices which require grounding:
Conduits (pipes) carrying electrical wiring, the metal outside skin
on -13X" conductors, the cover plates on electrical receptacles, to
name a few. In all 'tases, the principle is the sameto protect
people from possible electricat shock andior sparks which may
.cause fire and explo,Him by ,kceping exposed metals at grOund po-
ten tial s.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS
Like electrical hazarcis, fire and explosion hazards are obvioUs to

some extent, but not entirely so; many of us do, not know, for ex-
ample, that flour susvended in the air is an explosion hazard.
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Fire is always a danger. Even a "fireproof" building can have a
disastrous fire. By "fireproot," we generally mean that the main
structures of the building--walls, foundations, joists, floors, and
roofare made of stone, brick, concrete, metal and other non-
combustible materials. This does not mean that a fire is impossible
in such a building. Buildings are full of combustibleswood in
trim and panels, rugs, draperies, desks, and other wood and fabric
furnishings. And,many industrial buildings have abundant quanti-
ties of oil, greases', and volatile solvents on the premises. In a fire,
the shell of a "fireproof" building May survive, but the fire would
nevertheless be a disaster.

It is not possible to divide all materials into two mutually ex-
clusive categories of "combustible" and "noncombustible." Many
materials fall into the in-between regions of not-easily-combustible
or combustible-under-certain circumstances. The flour just men-
tioned might not ordinarily be thought of as combustible, but it
can be ignited, especially when it is a fine powder suspended in
the air. The metal magnesium will burn with an extraordinarily
hot flame, when ignited, although we generally tend to think of
metals as noncombustible.

There are, therefore, degrees of tire hazard. There are the eas-
ily combustible materials, which may be ignited by a tiny ,spark
and may even be explosive, when mixed with air. And there are
materials not easily combustible and perfectly safe under most
conditions, yet extremely hazardous when finally ignited. In fact,
these are extremely hazardous, when ignited, because usually they
are ignited only by very high temperatures and they then burn at
very high temperatures.

Sonic of the moSt hazardous materials, in terms of being easily
ignited (and sometimes easily forrning explosive mixtures with
air), are flammable gases, such as hydrogen and propane; volatile
solvents, such as naptha, kerosene, and gasoline; and granular or,
shaved solids, such as excelsior, straw, sawdust, and shredded
paper.

Pure oxygen is a hazard of..a special-kind. Combustion or burn-
ing is, of course, a combination of a combustible material with 'he
Oxygen in the air. In our normal atmosphere, about one-fifth of
the volume is oxygen. Any material which burns in the atmos-
phere burns much more readily' and with much greater speed in
pure oxygen. Therefore, special fire precautions must be observed
when pure oxygen is present. Sparks and flames must be scrupu-
lously avoided. A lit cigarette would fla're up into open flame in
pure oxygen, for example; hence, the special precautions when
handling oxygen.

To extinguish fire, we must deny it oxygen and/or reduce the
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temperature of the burning material to a point below its*combus-
don point or flash point. Most fire extinguishers aim primarily at
smothering firedenying it oxygen, and water is commonly used
for this. However, water is not always suitable to du the job.

Some materials which burngasoline and oilsare lighter than
.ater. Water has no effect on them, because they simply float to

the surface of the water and continue to burn. 'Many fire extin-
guishers therefore have other means for smothering fire. This is
why we have extinguishers which use carbon dioxide, a heavy,
noncombustible gas, and foam, a heavy semisolid.

NOISE AND AURAL HAZARDS

We know that high noise levels can do permanent damage to
one's hearing, and we have standards providing specific protection
against high noise levels. Here again, however, the specific danger
is not always apparent.

The human car does not hear al!' sounds equally well. Sound is
vibration, and the human car can detect vibrations ranging in fre-
quency from: approximately 15,000 cycles per second. Thc low
frequencies or low pitches are such things as rumbling sounds
drums, bass instruments, and the like. The high frequencies or
high pitches are the shriller sbundswhistles, violins, flutes, etc.

Human hearing falls off pretty sharply as 15,000 cycles per sec-
ond i.s approached, and many of us hear sounds of those pitches
poorly or not at all. (Women tend to hear the high-pitched sound
somewhat better iban do men). This would lead us to believe that
the potentially har mful noise levels are all sound within this range
of 20 to 15;000 cycles per second. This is not necessarily true,
hoWever, as there is some accepted evidence that our inner cars
may be damaged and our hearing pumanently impaired by
"noise" above this level, noise which we cannot consciously hear.

The hearing impairment resulting from prolonged exposure to
high noise levels is permanent. The standards recognize the haz-
ards and provide for several types of protection. As a general
rule, it pays to play safe; one may be injured by sounds he or she

cannot hear.

'HEALTH HAZARDS

OccupatiOnal health hazards are in some ways the most dangerous
of all hazards simply because they are concealed. We all know,
probably, that acids burn, that cyanide is toxic, that lye is much
like acid in its effect on the skin, that carbon monoxide is a

, deadly inhalation, etc. These are classic dangers, and they ,arc
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"obvious" to the extent that.their danger is well known to most of
us.. But other dangers are not readily apparent, and their deadly
effects are not immediate; they are therefore especially hazardous.

Inhalation of carbon tetrachloride fumes is such a case. Only a
few years ago, we became t\i.vare.that inhalation of carbon tetra-
chloride leaves a residue of poison in our systems. The body doc,.
not rid itself of carbon tetrachh)ride, and the effect builds up over
many years, althouith there is no apparent III effect immediately.

Lead was another such case. Painters and paint workers Were
._poisoned slowly by lead for many years before modern science

(, discovered lead's accumulative poisonina effect. Recently, it was
discoViered that vinyl chloride is a dangerous agent, connected
with cancer.

It is important to be aware, then, that not all poisons and other
health hazards maketheir effects known immediately..Even radia-
tion is relatively slow working, and its full effect on the human
body are not yet completely known.

We tend to think of radiation in connection with nuclear de-
vices and X...ays. There are, hVi, many sources of dangerous
radiation, including high-powered radio and television equipment.
All of these devicesand others, such as "radar ranges"can
produce electromagnetic emanations: alpha, beta, -and gamma
rays, neutrons, and 'other such "particles,". all of them potential
hazards to health. and life.

Our knowledge .of all these chemical agents and radiations is
not complete. We tire learnin new things almoSt daily. The stand-
ards. will have to undergo steady change, modffication, revision,
and expansion for years to come (at least), to keep pace with the

-neW knowledge we uncover, probably to.a far greater extent than
will the standards eoveringthe mOre classic and obvious hazards.
This'fact should point out a need to be constantly aware of new
or revked standards. Only constant vigilance can keep you "on
top" of the situation. What is today a safe practice or material
may be recognized tomorrow as a serious hazard.'

HANDOUTS

Alert irgiructors_can add much to the course by developing their
own handouts. 'Magazines and newspapprS are a ready source for
many of 'these. The stories and articles cover news of accidents,
new medical discoveries, new safety laws, and other related sub-
jects. These handouts can be used in several ways to:

Illustrate points made in lessons;

Furnish'the basis for discussions>.
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Furnish the basis for exercises and problems:

Illustrate the effects of compliance or noncompliance:
and:or to

Furnish a basis for review examinations

The in=.tructor should be the catalyst in discussion groups uscd
with these handouts, but not the discussion leader. The instructor
may ask provocative questions, such as, What standards are
being violated in this ease?" Or. -How would you go about inves-
tigating this accidentr Or, -Could this have happened at your
Worksite?-

Many handouts may be developed- froni- Publications readily
available from the U.S. Government Printing 'Office, the National
Fire Protection Association, the National Safety Council, and
other such sources. There is an abundance of readilY available lit-
erature on a variety of safety subjects.

Other handouts may be color representatiOns of safety mark-
ings. signs, and other such visual information required by law.
These are especially useful as the basis for drills and exercises.

Another interesting and useful set of handouts may' he made up
of (relatively) -ancient- safety laws and regulations. These will il-
lustrate the point made earler that safety is a dynamic subject,
changing as technology, induStrial methods, and human knowledge
grow and evolve. The public libraries .and safety associations
should serve as good informational centers when- researching these
kinds of materials.
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making the
presentation

TAILORING THE COVERAGE

An effort has been made to demonstrate that each presentation
must be tailored to the classi.e., the topics must be of interest
and relevant to the individuals.

Some topics are, of course, general, and everyone should know
what the Act is, what the standards arc, the distinctions between
safety and health hazards, and other such general information.
But from that point on, the topics should have been carefully se-
lected in advance to fit the class.

However, even in terms of topics, the manner and orientation
of the presentation must vary from class to class. There may be
littie point in lecturing a class on egress in ease of fire, when the
class consists of outdoor pipeline workers or bridge builders.

In the section, "Teaching Versus Learning," you were given
coverage on some rules and principles of learning technology. In
this section, you will be given some specific application notes
how to apply the principles to the specific case.

THE BASIC LECTURE

Lecturing is probably the oldest method known to man for aiding
another to learn. At the same time, it is far from being the only
way, or even the best Way. It has many shortcomings, as well as
many advantages. The most serious shortcom7,3 is that many in-
structors arc nbt good lecturersi.e., it isn't the lecture idea
which is not good, but the lack of lecturing skill.

Lecturing is a natural talent, with some people. But the success
of a lecture presentation is not all natural talent. There are many
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techniques which can be learned, and which will improve the indi-
vidual's ability to lecture well.

Some general observations about lecturing are offered in the
next few paragraphs, suggesting ways to make the lecture more
effective. And, at th e. end of this section, some highly specific in-
structions are offered to aid you in putting on a good instruction.
session. Study -these carefully and follow them faithfully, according
to your needs.

Lecturing does not have to be dull, even with subjects which
are. by their nature, not especially interesting. Lectures can be

made more interesting by several techniques:

r-
Socratic Method

It was the practice of Socrates to ask questions, rad: _r than to
make statements, when teaching, The method is used today to
good effect. especially by good sales representatives. The questions
are not chosen at random, however, but are carefully designed
and sequenced to lead the student to a conclusioni.e., "sell"
him or herself! For example: What are the hazards in a coal
mine? Are there respiratory hazards? Should respiratory equip-
ment be used? What kind of respiratory equipment? This method
of teaching stimulateS the learner to think and enables him or her
to participatebecome involvedin the learning process. It pro-
vides the learner with an active role, and relieves the tedium of
listening passively.

Demonstration

A course may provide some demonstration of equipment rele-
vant-to the safety subjects. The Socratic method may be combined
with these demonstrations to provide exercises in identifying such
things as points to be 'guarded in mechanical equipment, location
of safety devices, recognition, of poor insulation, and other practi-
cal applications of the lesson content. As an excellent variant on
this, one learner may be asked questions while another is asked to
judge the accuracy of the response. Learners may be questioned
in turn, in a progressive series of questions: one identifies the po-
tential hazard; the second judges the response; the third names the
remedy; the fourth judges that response; the fifth identifies the ap-
plicable standard; etc.
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Role Playing

Anc:11.2r widely estaHishe..1 it- having 012 learners as-
play -oles. A learn:. 71...iv assume the roh.. of super ,isor,

for and interact w annther learner who is pLiyilig
safety 1:ispector. Or the : ay play the safej inspec..or, if
the learners.arc not prepare( handle the rol Many ,)the-
roles pdssible: superinl. superyi.
verst
few

)-l.cr: safety ci;!-CC
:inies. .1-hest. ,Ic

.11)ervisor,
not be use

view exercise. If :tor .vs the leadirg r, ie.

she r ,Ieliver the ba Y 11 this role, w h Lir 1:
effet. .1 would be pos- st:. it narrative le.::ure.

Visual Aids

There Are many types of vi, avaikible that assl- ;he
trainer i n his or her prcscm..

SLIDE AND FILMSTRIP PRO ...7,TORS

Slide and filmstrip projectors r t transparent p.,:tures !Ito a
screen. Both are effective COMM- 2ation aids which projec, large
life-like inlages. Charts. diagrams. and pictures can be made into
slides, or you can take actual on-the-scene photographs, which can
add realism to your presentation.

CHALKBOARD

The chalkl5hard is a Simple aiLl ..vhich is inexpensive, yet :lune
versatile. Because it permits spo.naneity in presentation. it is often
used to develop a topic with thc group, to list problems, and rec-
ord progress. It can be used for anything in 11, hid) you want the
participants to take part. .

CHART PAD OR FLIP-CHART

The chart pad may be used in much the same manner as the
chalkboard. However. the pages may he flipped over which makes
it possible lo turn back pages for review. Pages of the chart pad
can be prepared in advance, which is-an advantage. Pages from a
chart pad 'can also be torn off and clipped to hOlders or taped to
walls around the room. This leaves the material on the pages in
view of the trainees for their reference.
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CHARTS

A chart is :nv poster or pre are.
of aim ost ..lnythingphoto: -aph
work nessaes, or any comb atior
nent ar.:d pc lable.

FLANNEL BOARD

The fla ineI board is simpl\ a pic,:
board , r mL.tal or wooden f: :me. W,
tures are backed with flan nc r fuzz\ ti

that it ::)ermits a step-bv-step -)resentatio
chanzed easily. thu: enahlira action or
ideas to be shown.

HOOK 'N' LOOP BOARD

The h( ok .11 loop board is similar to
:hat it :las nylon fabric instezki of 11:-.:mi\
the vis-Jai aid to be presenteL. this tap .
directional small hooks of ny:on plastic
hook 'n loop fabric, and releases easi:
product is removed. It is very durable
sands of times.

2e, be madc
. ;He,. graplv.

:re perma-

OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY PROJE -rGs

The overhead projector permits the proi.
These transparencies may be reprints
paper. or they may be made by writin.2.
pencil or special felt markers on acetate.
also be projected.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR

A movie projector projects motion picture
with a sound track. Since it shows motic,--. :

live. It presents material in a few minutes v
longer to describe effectively in words.

,

_led over a
-ps. or pie-
ivantage

shifted c r
s! n betWee

ird. except
applied
of mul:1-

i grab 11-.e
,ual aid (.,r
used thou-

transparencies.
cial transparent

-;7-uz with grease
o iass slides may

may be used
quite effec-
:Like

MOCK-UPS, CUT-AWAY MODELS

Mock-ups and cut-away models are ve:-: us::2 the actual
equipment is not available or if you want 1;.: inner work-
ings of a mechanism. These items usuaL permit you to give a
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working de -nc;;stra.
tion.

TELEVISION;

Closed-circu.t
I VTR 1 syst;:ms are mon,.
training speLialists. A vast
ing from a simple
casts 611 local nJblic ervice
bile faeilitic :or pr( jucine
medium of a,.
other type ol
poses:

h. .amined afte-

I-V and vid..2o pc rec-ording
mo.-a versatile t( s available to
of equipment is :,,:cessible. rang-

sLst for rLc,:iving cda,:ational nroad-
dhallne . to complete studio mo-

tele% isei training pr,sentation The
res unattain:,7Ie throu:_h any

se Nisual aids serve a number pur-

They are more drariatie: therefore, more impressiv2 illus-
trations than pr:nted paces.

The y. f.,cus the learners' collective attention on the points
being m .tde,

1.hey ser% c (or can he made to serve) as :.ocal p 71ts for

:fie techniques just discussed.

Some Other Advantages of Lecture Alternatives

The advantage of minimizing lecture has been pointed out.as re-
lief of tedium and sustaining of interest. There are other advan-
tages. however. The instructor, who uses alternatives in which he

Or she is a catalyst or control, rather than the focal point of the

information. is able to devote at _least some attention to the learn-
ers:. Doing so makes it possible to judge more accurately how the

points are getting across and where the need exiSts for amplifica-
tion, remedial instruction. or other help. The instructor can:per-
ceive llaggng interest. confusion. uncertainty, or other problems.
Also, the instruetor can compare the various teehnique being

i_Ned for i.astruction and judge which are proving to be tbe most
effective, 1:hereby improving the presentations.

Changes of Pace

Any technique, no matter how effective, will become tiresome if it
is continued without variation. Conversely, 'even those methods
considered to be of secondary jfectiveness are valuable if used
sparingily to vary the routine.
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Therefore, a c3rdirm rule a class 8 hour:
to Vary the technic:: ier an hr ar of

.ipat.:on, many lear- -assive rol
ittc turcfor a period

Critiquing

When nroperly don:, letdrn
technidue. It i. of ::ourse,
tail lat-r. However, is :err-
or pert rmanc,.... rather than
str:uczion. As .iuch, it is p.
throu::h drills and exercis,2s.

is also mosq effi
:red

-.:cific to a resr
!:!.er-i medial instrueticl or

;If proct-:ss of teaening

Course Planning Guids;_i anc. Aids

To presL anv course effecti raust an und.2rstar
of the r:rticipants: who iukt ha: c are. ,Ahy they are in \.
class (how they will use the :forra..ic a and ,; ills they are .1h,
to gain), and how much the,: dread know ahi..it the subjec:. Ob-
viously, you should know th: heft- 7e :he class is assembled, bul.
it isn-t always possible. Hence, you may have to gather most of
thk information in the first hour. This information will enable you
to judge where :0 place the emphasis in yuli- presenl, Hos and
to know :he materials of int,.-resl. You -na J that scale of the
lessons sl:ould be modified o- .Ieleted.

If, fo cull- plc. all the pa:- cipants there would
be little purpc Ne in attempti .. to presi.:::: the basks of el:ctricity,
bat .you mighl uoncentrate the OSH A sta:idards for electrical
,.afety. If non of the part 7lants rer-esented occupations han-
dling flammah or explosive naterials. you would harcLI\ dwell on
those hazards . any length. I all haJ good knowletLe of safety
and health gerrally; you woCi.1 not go -.-nto great detail. on the fa-
tionale of the s- andards or on Lbc2 basic hazards thernset-

PUTTING THE PRINCIPLES TO WORK

A number of teaching o leerning Ftnciples has been pre-
sented. Leading among thi:.'se ;;Ire pr:nciples of fc. Aback and
reinforcement or remediaLion, mu: ati ,n, and appi_ition. Al-
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)ugh the
_iely acc,2pt
:ferent fr-ur

now

. erstai

w_ '-establishod as p:-.- _nd

n nractice is a matt.- 5ontuev., lat

: principle .

EDBAC. REIN. lMNT, AND
REME71/1:TICW

attt:
:117-nation
'mation, bL yeqr do
ything from the expt.:.-

: caused anything to
.a need to pre'7e.
You probe b use : ::2.acati anal technotogt_...t calls a

Th means, the :earner to Jo r:cninething
at will give ',al the ahi:y to see whether has

.,ppened. A- a ques: f..xample. or ask the .:...:Jent to

:ye a prohl=:',:0
y.

tell "anyth :e

:It has learne.1 somethi:10,
In lezzurir.g. you shoe.... do t,:a Ask questions few

minutes. Ask specific indteiduals ir ask far volunteers ',. :,cratic

method). If you keep the :iame.. volunteers; start asking
those who never espond: they are :nrobably the ones who .c.re not
following what is going 0a arJ ret-JI sone help. Be gentle, when
.,-ou do this. Do not cause emba7rassment to dm: individuia_l. This
will defeat your purpose.

Hold freouent Afte:-.- perhaps 5 uinutes of :ecture
(learning ::,;ures re-., ....siti:ng series question.

If you have a blackb, ard, t,, It. Put key aems on t;..: black-
board, and leave t--!ern ::-tn the blackboa:d to :aid the staderits in
following your lo. thern _Ise the hi.a.ckboard notations'to an-
swer your review o ons, c.uring ycr stimulus-feedback ses-

sions.
When you ask uu.-..--Laions, use the an4:z;Pers you cc. --ff they indi-

cate that everyon r. ''getting it" oka :. continur.. some or all
are not following material satisfa.::,.Trily, explain fur-

ther; :ask question .: ferret the or s'ar the mis-

understandinr,
Feedbacl,. -, determine wriat :eir7-77.e:rI need in

the way ;3 from you. Ustt it ar raz purpose,

and for no, -OUrf.:.
When 1:"....rrne:rs respor, cc questions, rein-

ird.ces of results. When ler
t:,,.posing that learnr.:- in-

., . \',hether he or she .tned
out whother the Jtion

ehrning should have na77:-:
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tor net:- a vers. :onfirm that t- art T-
ree: when 7 y are no: L. -iiey n 1 remedia,io-
pla: ans. iplifications. Yhatever it t

the.- ) une, .tand.
.L...-.)ve a, vhen disc,aver tltat sc ic or alt of ar

are at fol:. ing some part of your i: 4ruction, do .tot gc
furl :r unti] 4.1 have clarified the rroh in. To go on. when
alre. iy is a ack of communication, i to compound th. cc ric.

sion.
-F.einforce:a.tent.- is sinply Cc nfirming that the:I u r-

stan,-.ing is rect. anc. lt be done with obvious .ppr 1.
:.dia:iati i.:orre,:;ive in. irucrion to clear up mist_ ,der

dinE "Fei.tdh-,ck- is the respo:ise Ou et from questioi. . an . .

whi.,L7h lets you know if :tie .tuderit understands. ; a

of aedba.:k. yot.: should alw:ys cjtt reinforce or
After you have -remedied.". i.k;ways get feedback ay. . tc
firm- :hat tne preblem is solv.:J, and that the learners now
the :Jea . Then iiou 7.:ust reinforce.

Let your :udeints use the ..ackboard. especially if are
ing 'nem so e problems. Eric arane and heir- tilem wht:i.7. they ...
a: th. a blaci:,oard. Being in t repreents great stres, t )

some peopk. (A:though you hay( a 12113V-a or ty, 3 in s.

class, who avel in tri.c be c areful vvith this
can be entitJv disruplive.)

If circuit :ances perm:!, ttd !ton' chess out to the
the workpla.:eand use live demonstrations to illustr.ate
points. Let :he students :lick nit obeirved unsafe prail.:ces
telt the class what should be done.. Sue:: live experien are
impressive, and -Lfney usually have a pr,found cffect .an learning
The in,nnory ot such an experience i much grea...ar than
memory of bypotitctical classroom cases.

If p,isible, use a variant of this. Sen the class oc a the
on th&r own, for 20 minutes or so. arried with per .:ndc l
board and instruct them to make tip a 1. '
t'Iractn .es and conditions they oh- ,!1' T nolet 'al Jiscus-
sions if those lists with the cE. the c to tas:i.,
teams assigned to do that al ...de- a report
sembl,..d class.

re

Cal an participants to preset- s:ori;ii. front their ri-
ences a relate safety to their N\ then-. tell 7'1:

safe a- LI or unsafe acts and Mei& the have eva.:.-
.1 variant on this, let them up such ,i c. `t.t7:

ence, is a brief. informal ess: ( st: w

writc ..n nit it than stand before in. ai:. a:7.)w. it.

Br, in some safety equipmen.. trot aCti
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equipment and clothing, for demonstration purposes. Build exer-
cises around the equipment by asking the class to identify the
equipment by name, to explain the circumstances/condons which
call for the use of each type of equipment or clothing, or, con-
versely, tc.-, identify the equipment or clothing called for by variotis
circumstances and working environments.

Ask the students to write cr speak about tir wli situations,
circumstances, or working environments on the prticular project
where they are currently employed. Let them tell you or the el:ass,
what they think of :he safety and health situation z,,nc ,4nat they
think should be done about it. if they do not find it ent::rey satis-
factory.

On the practical side, f you are holding the class -iformally,
outdoors behind the tool shed or in some equally rourth and im-
provised "ckassroorn.," try to prepare for it in advanct t7y arrang.
ing for pencils, paper, clipboards, and some sort of tarp! ca!sel (to _-
substitute for a blackboard). if these items are nut pe-,ihic w ar-
range, plan to work without themi.e., plan to haye ..nti:rely oral
presentations and student activities.

Be prepared to explain the logic behind the s,,. and health
principles and practices and the OSHA standards. "
there is information included in this -nooklet princi-
ples, especially what "grounding" means and wby r.ised for
safety's sake. Likewise, there are some principles
and explosion and of health explained. But be pre.:)ared.. .:}so, to
explain the logic of and necessity for ot:ier subje, .01_ ,-qus. ::et
into. -The student will more readiL accept a "rule.' wr. he or
she understands the logic and reasoning behind it. In acneral,
steer away from asking students to ac.:ept things mer!ell, on your
"authority"hecause you say it is right ald nroperand as.,k
them to accept it on the basis of their own rea,oninl, Aind
standing of the iogic behind it.

Don't hesitme to depart from the tex: of the forma, co(nrsz
terial, if you th-mk circumstances warrar.t such depar: Bea:- ;n
mind at :all times that every case is difi-frent, to at leas. ,,o-r_ae ,,,ie-
gree, from every other case, and the formal course: m2icri_.:, ccLuld
not possibly be designed-to' fit all poss-f,..::de circumzance zarn-

ditions; they were meant to be a general guide.

SUMMATION

This "Guide" has attempted to prescr.:: certain basic 2ssages
about imstruction. It also has offered a I'm aids to mak. the in-
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structor's task a hit easie.. Safety and he:dth instruction can be
made interes-ting.

rhe cardinal -ale for m kir g a presentation interesting to a lis-
'tenor is to put the infoi- :anon into terms of the 1;stener's own
personal intereststhe Ti .igs he or she cares about. In this case.
you must somehow mal !I clear that the topic is the listener's

own life and health.
People sometime-, te. be uninterested in safety and health

because' they have .s identifyino the hazard k ith them-

.selves. just :IS some have a subconscious feeling that death

happens to someone els< not themuntil it comes close.
Tradinonallv. some :-!,:ructors usc horror stories. intended to

shock and frighten the into paying attention. Logic says
that this should be an effective technique, but experience casts
considerable doubt on It does not seem to work very well.
Perhaps people automa:iciy and subconsciously "turn ofl" their
receiving apparatus v.hen Lley are made uncomfortable.

Probably the best meth(,il is to impart to the learner a technical
understanding. An electri,:ian, for example. is far less likely to
"get across"' a hot pl because he has good enough under-

standing of eleetrici-, and electrical equipment to automatically
instinctivelyavoid join,.: ,..miething so incorrect. This is the

"conditioned retlex. and -he method is used to train soldiers. Sol-
diers are exercised ver and over, until they react correctly to an-
ticipated situations vithon: conscious reflectionby reflex action.
The sound of an a: rplan 'r shell sends the trained soldier to the

ground automatica: , wit out conscious_thought.
Technical trjnirul. th< .:fore, yields two beneti. It is far more

interesting to k.now "he and "why," rather that: "what,'' and

knowing "how and "IA pravides a better appreciltion of the

hazard, as vs.eli as a rat Hnal knowledge of what to do about it.
For that reasor ..-.ress i inade on teaching the "how" aryi "why-
of such subject, as elect- city, tire and explosion, and heal:h haz-
ards. The instr !CT is :-ged to go further in pursuing in-depth

knowledge of an.. other topics relating to occupational
safety and heal:h .;azard in the workplace.

3 ;
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Regional Offices for
Occupational Safety and Health

REGION I (CT, ME, MA, NH,
RI, VT)-

JFK Federal Bldg.
Room 1804Government Center
Boston. MA 02203
Telephone: (617) 223-6712

REGION II (NY, NJ, PR, VI,
CZ)

Room 3445, 1 Astor Plaza
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
Telephone: (212) 971-5941

REGION III (DE, DC, MD,
PA, VA, WV)

15220 Gateway Center
3535 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Telephone: (215) 596-1201

REGION IV-(AL, FL., GA, KY,
MS, NC, SC, TN)

1375 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Suite 587
Atlanta. GA 30309
Telephone: (404) 526-3573

REGION V (IL, IN, MN, MI,
OH, WI)

230 South Dearborn Street
32nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
Telephone: (312) 353-4716
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REGION VI (AR, LA, NM,
OK, TX)

555 Grifhn Square, Room 602
Dallas, TX 75202
Telephone: (214) 749-2477

REGION VII (IA, KS, MO,
NE)

911 Walnut Street, Room 3000
Kansas City. MO 64106
Telephroe: (816) 758-5861

REGION VIII (CO, MT, ND,
SD, UT, WY)

Federal Bldg.. Room 15010
1961 Stout Street
Denver, CO 80202
Telephone: (303) 837-3883

REGION IX (CA, AZ, NV, HI)
Box 36017
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Telephone: (415) 556-0586

REGION X (AK, ID, OR, WA)
Federal Office Bldg.. Room 6048
909 First Avenue
Seattle. WA 98174
Telephone: (206) 442-5930

* GOVUNMIENT PRINTIMQ Of1CC: 1076


